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Hidden Currencies is an interdisciplinary collective consisting of artists, musicians, dancers, sculptors
and scientists. It was founded in May of 2017.
The reason for the inception of the organization was three fold:
1. An interdisciplinary creative community can prompt artists to explore new dimensions of their art
through critiques, demonstrations, and workshops. Artists of different mediums give valuable
feedback that will stem from their various backgrounds.
2. In the midst of a climate that commoditizes art and music, it is important to create a network of
individuals who can hold each other accountable to their ethical standards of making art. This
community will facilitate growth outside of what could be attained independently.
3. To work with local communities to establish a connecting point for the next generation to engage
with art in a variety of mediums.

Recent Events & Projects

The House of More Than Now

Recent Events & Projects
Foreverware

Recent Events & Projects

Live Stream // Fever Dream

Performances, V
 arious Artists

Musicians, dancers and performance artists offered a wide variety of pieces across multiple genres. The 2nd floor
performance area housed pieces ranging from: contemporary dance accompanied by video art and live music, endurance
based performance art, and experimental electronic music. Artists maintained a dialogue with each other to create an
atmosphere of collaboration and growth. The end result featured 4 hours of back to back performances. :

Recent Events & Projects
Installations, V
 arious Artists

Live Stream // F ever Dream

The first level of the event space housed the installation fixtures, ranging from a large interactive, sensory based dance
piece entitled “Sentire” performed by the Tactile Movement Collective, to a screening area showing films made by a
multitude of artists. Audience member could submit to being tied, and blindfolded to engage with the audio stocks
submission piece, or they could watch a live stream of the night through a beautifully ornate miniature theatre that
encaptured the progress of the night in digital vitality.

Recent Events & Projects

Infinite Tundra / / Homeshrine

___________________________________________________________________________

Water Projection: Alone on a Hill, Kai Mote
During an extended period of isolation, artist Kai Mote filmed his surroundings which, while beautiful, were devoid of
human contact. These images were projected onto a large basin of water, which was then reflected onto a wall. The
piece invited a new community to interrupt this tundra through sound and touch. When the audience disrupted the
water the image would dance on the wall.

Recent Events & Projects
The Shrine of Reitac the Dead, D
 uncan Figurski

Infinite Tundra / / H
 omeshrine

The Shrine was developed based on a fictitious history of an alien planet that the artist had created and explored through
different media, such as self hypnosis tapes, musical performance, animation and sculpture. Participants were prompted
to interact with the shrine in any way that they could, and were then given a range of receipts which encompassed their
spiritual connection with Reitac. The receipt granted the individual reward points, allowing them to prove to Reitac that
they had indeed visited his shrine upon their transition to the afterlife.

Recent Events & Projects

Infinite Tundra / / H
 omeshrine

Dance Pieces and Musical Composition, Rebecca Walden, Mac Twining, Michael Matchen

Set to a composition by Michael Matchen, Rebecca Walden and Mac Twining created improvisations that mimicked
the comfort home and the conflict of isolation. By performing in and amongst the audience, the space shifted from
a traditional gallery to an immersive experience..

Recent Events & Projects

Boundless in Brooklyn

The Silt of Lye, R
 ebecca Walden, Mac Twining, Kai Mote, Duncan Figurski - July 29th - 31st 2017
In this 48 hour film festival, participants were given a location, a movement, and an object to incorporate

into a collaborative dance project. Members of Hidden Currencies were given the constraints of the
cloisters, panting, and wet paint. The film centered on ritual and journey, the main concept being how to
relearn using one’s body after passing on to the afterlife.

.

